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Extend your natural and humble vibes to your office with Icon! 
Jute woven back, leather upholstered seat, compressed wood 
armrests and the conical stainless steel pipe frames are some of 
its striking features. Well-suited for director’s cabins and top-
end executive’s conference rooms, Icon is apt for any classic 
or contemporary office environment. Its oval armrest and an 
ergonomically contoured sleek Jute woven back gives it the 
much-desired elegance. To further complete the look we have 
added a revolving base made of the same conical pipes that 
taper artistically to complement the whole humble Indian vibe! 
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Our new addition in the range, Icon couch is natural, humble 
and seamless!  Right from its upholstered leather seat, Jute 
woven back to long elongated, compressed wood handles, 
everything amalgamates seamlessly and extends the same 
down-to-earth aura. The collection includes a single and two-
seater sofas with centre/corner table — most suitable for 
director’s cabins, lounge and waiting areas. 
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A functional take on our popular jute woven Icon, this one 
comes with cushioned back upholstered in chic leather or 
exquisite fabric of your choice. The smartly stitched back 
cushions add comfort to this version. Well-suited for directors 
and top-end executives. The intelligent design and carefully 
detailed components like handcrafted compressed wood 
armrests and conical steel pipe frame and stand remain the 
essence of this chair.
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To complete the whole Iconic look, we have added the Icon sofa 
to this collection. It’s chic leather upholstery, with comfortable 
cushioned back makes it appealing for the director’s and 
executive’s lounge and waiting area. You can also add it in 
your private meeting chambers with the corner and centre 
table from the same collection.
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